Site visit to observe
Installation of NUS Link Bridge Segment

This site visit to observe the installation of a pre-cast segment for the NUS Link Bridge will allow you to see the following:

1. Lane/road closure for construction work over an expressway (AYE).
2. Transportation of the pre-cast segment on Cometto.
3. Lifting of the segment into place.
4. Application of epoxy and pre-stressing as part of pre-cast segmental installation for the bridge.

This is a rare opportunity as pre-cast segmental installation works are often carried out between 12am and 5am when traffic is low.

Date and time: 23 May 2010, 11:00pm to 24 May 2010, 3:30am (indicative).
Meeting place: Carpark 3 (behind University Cultural Centre, UCC) at the National University of Singapore, NUS.
Participation cost: $10.00 per person ($5.00 for ACES-YPC members).
Participation is opened only to members of consultancy firms.
Safety and disclaimer: Please bring along your own PPE if you have (helmet, boots and reflective vest). Participants are deemed to have agreed to absolve any liability against NUS, Sato Kogyo and ACES-YPC in the event of any accident during this site visit.

Tentative Program:
11:00pm: Arrival at meeting place, UCC carpark, NUS.
11:30pm: Briefing by T.Y.Lin International engineers Er. Yong, QP(D) and Er. Yow, QP(S).
12:00mn: Short walk to site as road closure begins and pre-cast segment is transported to site to be launched.
3:00am: Estimated end time, Q&A.
3:30am: Leave site (depending end time).

Register by 18 May 2010, by calling the ACES secretariat at 63242682 or sending an e-mail to acesypc@starhub.net.sg.

Please send your cheque upon registration to the ACES secretariat at “70 Palmer Road, #04-06 Palmer House, Singapore 079427” to be payable to “ASSOCIATION OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS SINGAPORE-YPC”. 